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Previous studies have shown that the behaviour of Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) unstable
flames depends on the boundary conditions. If the boundary conditions at the domain
walls are impermeable/adiabatic or reflecting then the flame assumes a stable parabolic
shape. On the other hand, periodic boundary conditions can produce unstable pulsating
solutions. In this paper, we explore why periodic boundary conditions allow unstable
solutions by showing the results of two-dimensional direct numerical simulations
of model flames. We show that RT unstable premixed model flames pulsate at low
gravity because of a shear instability of the vorticity layers behind the flame front.
The resulting vortex shedding is controlled by a region of absolute-like instability
which moves closer to the flame front as gravity is increased, ultimately disturbing
the flame and leading to pulsations. We demonstrate that this region is ‘absolutely
unstable’ by showing that the wake is dominated by pure frequency oscillations.
In addition, the shear instability can be described by the Landau equation and can
be represented dynamically by a Hopf bifurcation. The applicability of the Landau
equation allows the apparently complex spatio-temporal behaviour of the vortex
shedding to be described by a simple temporal model with only a secondary spatial
dependence. We show that the flame behaviour is analogous to the initial instability
downstream of a circular cylinder, which leads to the von Kármán vortex street for
large enough values of the Reynolds number.
Key words: absolute/convective instability, flames, shear layers

1. Introduction

Premixed flames are spatial volumes of reaction which convert mixed unburnt
fuel into burnt products (ashes). In many cases, the distance over which the burning
occurs is small compared with other scales in the problem and the flame can be
considered as a thin interface between the fuel and the ashes. Thin flame surfaces
are subject to three main instabilities: the Darrieus–Landau (DL) instability (Darrieus
1938; Landau 1944), the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability (Rayleigh 1883; Taylor
1950) and thermo-diffusive instabilities. Thermo-diffusive instabilities will not be
discussed here; for a general review of flame instabilities see Matalon (2007). The
† Email address for correspondence: eph2001@columbia.edu
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F IGURE 1. A simulation of a laminar flame. Blue represents unburnt fuel and yellow
represents burnt ashes. The fuel is more dense than the ashes, so the flame is RT unstable.
The flame propagates in the y-direction, opposite to the direction of gravity. The sidewalls
have periodic boundary conditions.

DL instability is a fundamental instability of the flame front – the flame is unstable
because the fuel expands as it burns, causing a change in density across the flame
surface. The flame is also unstable if it propagates upwards against the direction of
gravity because, in general, the interface of a more dense fluid above a less dense
fluid in a gravitational field is RT unstable. Here, the fuel is more dense than the
ashes so the criteria for an RT instability are fulfilled.
Both the DL and RT instabilities disturb what would otherwise be a planar laminar
flame (see figure 1). A simple model laminar flame propagates at a characteristic
laminar speed (so ) and with a laminar width (δ), which are determined by the thermal
diffusivity of the burning fluid (κ) and the time scale of the reaction (1/α, where α is
the reaction rate). However, when the flame front is sufficiently perturbed by either the
DL or RT instabilities the flame surface is deformed into a new non-planar shape. For
both DL and RT unstable flames in rectangular domains or tubes, the flame is often a
stable parabola connected to a cusp. The convex part of the parabola points towards
the fuel and the cusp points into the ashes (see the temperature field in figure 2). The
basic reason for the stabilization of these cusp shapes was suggested by Zeldovich
et al. (1985): because the flame surface propagates according to Huygen’s principle,
convex sections of the flame front grow larger and concave sections become smaller,
eventually forming a cusp. Under the right circumstances, the final result is a convex
parabolic flame front with a cusp.
For the DL instability, the cusp shape and its stability have been the subject
of many studies. The basic DL linear stability analysis predicts that the smallest
perturbed wavelengths grow the fastest, implying that the instability should grow
without bound and lead to a ‘self-turbulized’ flame with no stabilized shape. However,
diffusive processes of the scale of the flame width can limit the growth of these
small-scale perturbations. This effect was taken into account phenomenologically by
Markstein (1964) and then more rigorously by Clavin & Williams (1982), Pelce &
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F IGURE 2. Stable rolls, G = 0.17. Two stable vorticity rolls extend behind the flame front.
In this figure, only part of the computational domain is shown; the actual domain extends
from y = 0 to y = 2304. The temperature field shows that the flame front is parabolic with
a cusp near the centre of the domain. This same basic shape is also seen if the boundary
conditions are reflecting. The shifting velocity, vshift = −1.548, has been subtracted from
the y-velocity field to give the y-velocity in the laboratory frame. Here, G = 0.17 is the
starting condition for the simulations above Gcr .

Clavin (1982), Matalon & Matkowsky (1982) and Matalon, Cui & Bechtold (2003).
The nonlinear evolution of the DL instability and its stabilization into cusped flames
were studied by Michelson & Sivashinsky (1977) and Sivashinsky (1977), who
developed a quasilinear parabolic differential equation (the MS equation) for the
behaviour of the flame front under the assumption that the thermal expansion across
the flame front is small. The MS equation was solved analytically by Thual, Frisch
& Hénon (1985) using pole decomposition and these solutions were further studied
by Vaynblat & Matalon (2000a,b) and Guidi & Marchetti (2003). The final result of
these studies is that one stable steady coalescent pole solution exists and that this
solution corresponds to a stably propagating convex flame with a cusp. This work
was numerically extended to include realistic density changes across the flame by
Rastigejev & Matalon (2006) and to include realistic hydrodynamic strain effects by
Creta & Matalon (2011). These papers show that the flame behaviour is dominated
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F IGURE 3. Unstable rolls, G = 0.24. The vorticity rolls downstream of the flame front
are unstable to a shear instability and vortex shedding begins far from the flame front. In
this figure, only part of the computational domain is shown; the actual domain extends
from y = 0 to y = 2304. The shifting velocity, vshift = −1.730, has been subtracted from
the y-velocity field.

by cusps that are stable but also numerically sensitive, implying that the flame might
be driven into a turbulent state by background noise.
For the RT instability, the existence of a stable solution for small thermal expansion
across the flame front has been similarly established. In the RT case, small thermal
expansion only results in a small change in density across the flame front and so the
Boussinesq approximation can be applied. Rakib & Sivashinsky (1987) carried out an
analysis similar to the Michelson–Sivashinksy analysis of the DL instability to derive
a quasilinear parabolic differential equation, the Rakib–Sivashinsky (RS) equation, for
the perturbation of a flame front in a cylindrical channel. For a flame propagating
in the y direction in a rectangular channel with walls at x = 0 and x = L, the nondimensionalized form of this equation is (Berestycki, Kamin & Sivashinsky 2001)
Φt − 21 Φx 2 = Φxx + Φ − hΦi,

(1.1)
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where y = Φ(x, t) is the deviation of the flame profile from flat at a given
time, hΦi is the average profile in the x-direction, Φxx = ∂ 2 Φ/∂x2 and  is a
small parameter that depends inversely on gravity. The walls of the channel are
impermeable (ux (0) = ux (L) = 0, where ux is the velocity in the x-direction) and
adiabatic (Φx (0, t) = Φx (0, L) = 0). Mikishev & Sivashinsky (1993) numerically
demonstrated that for small enough values of  this equation has a dynamically
metastable solution that slowly decays to a stable solution. The metastable solution
for the interface has a parabolic profile, convex towards the fuel, with the apex
(tip) of the parabola near the centre of the channel. The apex of the parabola
moves slowly towards the wall and finally meets it, reaching the stable solution.
These stable profiles were also observed in simulations of the fluid equations with
chemical kinetics by Bychkov et al. (1996) and Bychkov & Liberman (2000). The
existence and dynamics of the metastable and stable profiles were rigorously proven
for a one-dimensional interface by Berestycki, Kamin & Sivashinsky (1995), Sun
& Ward (1999), Berestycki et al. (2001) and Kamin et al. (2005), who transformed
the RS equation into a Burgers-type equation. These results were extended to a
two-dimensional interface by Berestycki et al. (2004). A different transformation of
the equation was used by Ou & Ward (2006) and Cheviakov & Ward (2007) to
relate the RS equation to the Carrier problem and transform the interface into the
spike-layer solution of a singularly perturbed quasilinear parabolic equation for both
one-dimensional and two-dimensional interfaces. The overall picture produced by
these studies is that RT unstable flames in channels are either stable or nearly stable
– the flame is either flat (the laminar solution), or parabolic with the parabola tip
near the centre of the channel (the metastable solution) or parabolic with the tip on
the channel wall (the stable solution). Unlike the MS equation, no cusped solutions
exist (a direct comparison of the RS equation and the MS equation can be found in
Guidi & Marchetti (2003)). The adiabatic boundary conditions on the flame profile
force the interface to be perpendicular to the walls which prevents cusp formation at
the walls. No cusp forms between the walls because the parabolic solution holds.
However, other boundary conditions, reflecting and periodic, produce different
results in reacting flow simulations. Reflecting boundary conditions effectively keep
the wall impermeability condition used in the derivation of the RS equation, but
replace the adiabatic temperature condition so that the flame profile no longer
must be perpendicular to the wall. Specifically, ux (xwall + x) = −ux (xwall − x),
uy (xwall + x) = uy (xwall − x) and T(xwall + x) = T(xwall − x), where x is the spanwise
coordinate, xwall is the position of the wall, ux is the spanwise velocity and uy
is the streamwise velocity. The resulting solution appears to be mirrored with
respect to the boundary. These conditions were used by Vladimirova & Rosner
(2003) for Boussinesq simulations of an RT unstable model flame. They studied the
flame behaviour while varying two parameters: G = g(1ρ/ρo )δ/s2o , where g is the
gravitational acceleration, ρo is the density of the unburnt material and 1ρ is the
change in fluid density across the flame front, and L = `/δ, where ` is the domain
size. For a given L, when G is small, the flame is laminar (see figure 1) and the
flame speed is equal to the laminar flame speed, so . When G exceeds a critical
value, G1 , an apparently stable parabolic solution with a cusp-like feature between
the walls appears (see figure 2). This numerical solution looks very similar to the
analytical solution of the RS equation, except for the existence of the cusp. Two
vorticity rolls extend downstream of the flame surface (see figure 2). This vorticity
is produced by temperature gradients in the spanwise direction (here, the x-direction),
in other words, by deviations of the flame surface from flat. The cusped flame moves
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faster than the laminar flame, but its speed is constant because the flame front is
not changing shape and, in general, the flame speed is proportional to the flame
surface area (Damkohler 1940 (trans. 1947)). To summarize, simulations show that
reflecting boundary conditions produce a cusped flame which propagates with a
constant speed as a travelling wave. However, these properties have not yet been
established analytically.
Simulations using periodic boundary conditions on the sidewalls show different
flame morphologies for both impermeable/adiabatic and reflecting boundary conditions.
Periodic boundary conditions are the most often used for simulations of RT unstable
flames. These conditions relax both the impermeability and adiabatic conditions on the
walls and the result is a flame of very different nature from the stable travelling wave
seen in both the solutions of the RS equation and simulations with reflecting boundary
conditions. This was first noted by Vladimirova & Rosner (2005), who showed that
periodic boundary conditions give different results from reflecting boundary conditions
(Vladimirova & Rosner 2003). In this comparison, reflecting boundary conditions led
to a stable flame shape while periodic boundary conditions yielded a ‘pulsating’
unstable flame with an oscillating flame speed (see figure 3). They suggested that
the regular travelling wave solution for a cusped flame in a periodic domain is only
metastable and that, if the travelling wave is perturbed, it will inevitably develop into
a pulsating wave solution.
The fact that unstable pulsating solutions can develop when the wall boundary
conditions are periodic is of key importance to understanding the behaviour of RT
unstable flames in Type Ia supernovae. To understand the timing, nuclear products
and fundamental explosion mechanism of Type Ia supernovae, astronomers need
an accurate understanding of RT unstable flames, including whether they can be
disturbed by any turbulence that they create. This understanding is also needed to
develop appropriate subgrid models for large full-star simulations of these explosions.
The effect of self-generated turbulence on RT unstable flames is often studied by
simulating the flames in isolation (Khokhlov 1995; Vladimirova & Rosner 2003; Bell
et al. 2004; Vladimirova & Rosner 2005; Zingale et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2007;
Chertkov, Lebedev & Vladimirova 2009; Hicks & Rosner 2013). However, supernova
flames are essentially unconfined, so the choice of boundary conditions imposed in
the simulations is problematic. The solution, so far, has been to use periodic boundary
conditions to approximate an unconfined domain. However, the size of the domain
limits the regimes that can be studied. Researchers often either study the initial
transient behaviour of the flame (which is sensitive to the initial conditions) or study
a final statistically-steady saturated state, in which the growth of the RT instability is
limited by the domain size. Ideal simulations that pass the initial phases of growth
but do not saturate are computationally expensive due to the required range of scales.
In any case, an understanding of the types of solutions allowed by the periodic
boundary conditions is necessary to understand the current body of simulation results
and may eventually lead to a better understanding of the unconfined case. The aim of
this paper is to explain why flames in simulations with periodic boundary conditions
are unstable and pulsating instead of the stable travelling waves observed when the
boundary conditions are either impermeable/adiabatic or reflecting.
In this paper, we will show that the unstable pulsations observed under periodic
boundary conditions are actually caused by a shear instability of the vorticity rolls
downstream of the flame front. In our simulations of periodically bounded RT unstable
model flames, we observe several behaviour regimes as the non-dimensional gravity,
G, is increased. Above G1 , at which the cusped solution develops, there is a range
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of G values for which the travelling wave solution is entirely stable, as in the case
of reflecting boundary conditions. At a critical value, Gcr , a shear instability of the
vorticity rolls begins in a region of ‘absolute instability’ far behind the flame front.
An absolutely unstable region is controlled by a local instability which amplifies a
pure frequency in such a way that it is not carried away by the flow, but resonantly
reinforces itself (Huerre & Monkewitz 1985). We will show that the onset of this
instability is well-described by the Landau equation and therefore can be represented
by a Hopf bifurcation as Gcr is exceeded. After pure-frequency modes grow in the
region of absolute instability, they are carried downstream as shed vortices by a region
of convective instability. For higher values of G, the region of absolute instability is
located closer to the flame front until, when G is large enough, the instability region
is close enough to disturb the flame itself. It is this interaction between the region of
instability and the flame front that causes the flame to pulsate.
The initial shear instability of the rolls is similar to the initial development of the
von Kármán vortex street downstream of a circular cylinder, analysed by Strykowski
(1986), Provansal, Mathis & Boyer (1987), Sreenivasan, Strykowski & Olinger (1987)
and Strykowski & Sreenivasan (1990). We follow their approach closely by modelling
the onset of the instability with the Landau equation and as a Hopf bifurcation.
The physical picture of a region of ‘absolute instability’ some distance behind the
cylinder (or flame) followed downstream by a region of ‘convective instability’ was
also suggested in these papers.
We continue with the details of the numerical simulation set-up in § 2. Then, in
§ 3, we show that an instability of the vorticity rolls begins far downstream of the
flame front. This is followed by a discussion of the Landau equation in § 4, and
then measurements from our simulations showing that the roll instability follows this
equation in § 5. Finally, we discuss and analyse the results in § 6, showing that the
unstable region produces pure modes of oscillation, suggesting that the region is
absolutely unstable. We also discuss the Hopf bifurcation with which the instability
begins.
2. Problem formulation

To understand the influence of the boundary conditions on RT unstable flames, we
simulated a simple model flame problem. Realistic, fully compressible combustion
simulations would include mass conservation, momentum conservation, species
balance equations, enthalpy conservation and detailed chemistry. Our model includes
two major simplifications: the Boussinesq approximation and the use of a model
reaction.
The Boussinesq approximation is appropriate for subsonic flows when the density
variations in the flow are small. In the approximation, the fluid is governed by the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equation with a temperature-dependent forcing term
that incorporates the gravitational acceleration. In this model, density differences
in the flow appear only in the buoyancy term, which depends, for our case, on
the density difference across the flame front, 1ρ. All other terms depend only on
the density of the unburnt material, ρo . Therefore, the flame is subject to the RT
instability (because buoyancy forces are included), but not the DL instability (because
the change in density across the flame front is not considered outside of the buoyancy
term). This allows us to isolate the effect of the RT instability on the flame. Using the
Boussinesq approximation also allowed direct comparisons with flame shape solutions
of the RS equation and with Vladimirova & Rosner (2003, 2005), all of which use
the Boussinesq approximation.
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Our second simplification is to use a model reaction term, R(T), in an advection–
reaction–diffusion equation which describes temperature transport and burning. Here,
T is a reaction progress variable that tracks the state of the fluid from a unburnt
fuel at temperature T = 0 to burnt ashes at temperature T = 1. The reaction progress
variable represents both the mass fraction of burned material and the fraction of energy
released into the flow (Vladimirova, Weirs & Ryzhik 2006). This simplified treatment
of the reaction has been used in many other studies, and there are several possible
forms of R(T) including the Kolmogorov–Petrovkii–Piskunov (KPP), mth-order Fisher,
bistable, Arrhenius and ignition reactions (for a review of model reaction types see
Xin 2000). In this study we chose R(T) = 2αT 2 (1 − T), a version of the bistable
reaction with the ignition temperature set to zero which, therefore, exhibits no bistable
behaviour. We avoided the KPP reaction used by Vladimirova & Rosner (2003, 2005)
because of its unstable fixed point at T = 0 which makes the reaction numerically
unstable for long integrations.
The bistable reaction has a simple laminar solution in a stationary gravity-free fluid
(Constantin, Kiselev & Ryzhik 2003). When the flame is laminar, it is completely
flat with a characteristic width of δ and it moves with the laminar flame speed so .
Here, δ and so√are set by α, √the laminar reaction rate, and κ, the thermal diffusivity,
such that so = ακ and δ = κ/α. The actual flame thickness (δt ) is larger than the
characteristic flame width (δ) by a factor of 4 (δt = 4δ), as calculated by measuring
the distance between the level sets T = 0.1 and T = 0.9.
The fluid equations were non-dimensionalized by the characteristic length scale
(laminar flame front thickness, δ) and time scale in the problem (the reaction time,
1/α) (Vladimirova & Rosner 2003) to give
 
1
Du
=−
∇p + G T + Pr∇ 2 u,
(2.1a)
Dt
ρo
∇ · u = 0,
(2.1b)
DT
= ∇ 2 T + 2T 2 (1 − T)
(2.1c)
Dt
and to yield our first two control parameters


1ρ δ
,
G=g
ρo s2o
ν
Pr = ,
κ

(2.2)
(2.3)

where G is the non-dimensionalized gravity and Pr is the Prandtl number. Here,
ρo is the density of the unburnt fuel and 1ρ is the increase in density across the
flame front, so that ρ(T) = ρo + 1ρ T. In this formulation, p is the pressure deviation
from hydrostatic equilibrium. To simplify the problem, physical characteristic values,
such as ν (the kinematic viscosity) and κ, are taken to be constants independent of
temperature. Here, G is positive if the flame is moving in the opposite direction from
the gravitational force, as is the case here. The non-dimensional box size, L = `/δ, is
the third and final control parameter. In this set of simulations, L = 128 and Pr = 1;
only G is varied.√These parameters can be translated into the densimetric Froude
number, Frd = 1/ GL, and into the  parameter used by Berestycki et al. (2001),
 = 2/GL2 .
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The boundary conditions were periodic on the sidewalls for all the simulations.
The top of the simulation domain was subject to an inflow condition with ux = 0
and uy = −vshift . We set vshift equal to the expected average flame speed, which for
these simulations was approximately 1.7 in units of the laminar flame speed. The
inflow velocity held the flame surface in a nearly fixed reference position within the
domain. The bottom of the simulation domain was subject to an outflow condition
in which a small region at the bottom of the domain was made compressible so
that all characteristics near the bottom of the domain pointed out of the domain. We
compared the results from this configuration with simulations in which the bottom
boundary was subject to an outflow condition with ux = 0 and uy = −vshift and found
that the bottom boundary condition did not make a difference to the flow away from
the boundary. The temperature was held at T = 0 (fuel) for the top boundary and
T = 1 (ash) for the bottom boundary. The flame surface remained within the domain
and did not approach either boundary.
The aim of these simulations was to measure the growth of the shear instability
in the velocity field downstream of the flame surface. Typically, one begins with a
stable configuration (in this case for the flame front and vorticity rolls) and then
‘turns on’ the instability to measure its development. For example, Strykowski (1986),
Sreenivasan et al. (1987) and Strykowski & Sreenivasan (1990) found that the best
way to measure the growth of instabilities in the shear layers behind a cylinder was to
increase the value of the Reynolds number (Re) from just below the critical Re up to
a target Re for which the flow would be unstable. They began their experiment with
Re slightly below the critical Re and then allowed all the perturbations and unsteady
behaviour from establishing the flow to decay. Then they quickly increased their
flow rate to the target Re and watched the instability develop. This procedure allows
the instability to develop cleanly and minimizes the effect of perturbations caused
by changing the flow rate. We followed a similar procedure. First, we simulated
the flame with G = 0.17, which is below the critical G, Gcr , for which the shear
instability begins. After allowing all perturbations to decay, we were left with a
stable cusped flame shape with steady rolls behind it (see figure 2). Next, we used
this condition as the starting point for a group of simulations above Gcr with values
of G = 0.24, 0.25, 0.26, 0.27, 0.28 and 0.29. When these new simulations started,
there was still a small increase in the flame cusp length due to the higher G. This
shape adjustment created a perturbation that can be seen as the first maximum or
minimum in the time series data, which will be explained in § 5 (for an example, see
figure 6).
The flame front in the base simulation at G = 0.17 was initially perturbed by a
randomly seeded group of sinusoids with an amplitude of 3.0 and wavenumbers
between kmin = 4 and kmax = 16. The initial temperature profile was given by
T(x, y) = 0.5(1 − tanh(2r(x, y)/δt )), where r(x, y) = y − q(x) and where q(x) is
the position of the flame front including the effect of the perturbation and δt is
the initial width of the front, which is δt = 4 for the bistable reaction. All other
simulations began with the developed stage of the G = 0.17 simulation.
The simulations were run for t = 2004 with a time step of 0.006 and data were
recorded every 2.004. This produced 1000 data points for every velocity time series
that we analysed. The simulation domain contained 16 elements in the x-direction and
288 elements in the y-direction, for a total of 4608 elements covering a physical scale
of 128 × 2304. Each element contained a 14 × 14 grid of collocation points. We
chose this high spectral order to ensure accuracy for the instability measurements. The
resolved scale is much below the viscous scale and the flame width.
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We verified that our simulations were resolved in two ways. First, the flame speed
did not change when lowering the spatial resolution to 8 × 144 elements. Second, the
Landau constants (which will be measured in § 5) also did not change substantially
with resolution. Most constants did not change by more than a few per cent between
the two resolutions; the largest change was in dar /dG, which changed by 16 %, due to
some change in the overall velocity magnitude of the developing instability for small
velocities. We consider this to be acceptable, given the sensitivity of the instability
that we are studying.
All simulations used Nek5000 (Fischer, Lottes & Kerkemeier 2008), a freely
available open-source highly scalable spectral element code currently developed by
P. Fischer (chief architect), J. Lottes, S. Kerkemeier, A. Obabko and K. Heisey at
Argonne National Laboratory.
3. The shear instability

In this section, we discuss the general appearance and nature of the shear instability
of the vorticity rolls downstream of the flame front. A mathematical model for the
onset of the instability (the Landau equation) will be discussed in later sections.
Simulations for G = 0.24–0.29 show that a shear instability develops far downstream
of the flame front (see figures 3–5). Visually, the vorticity rolls are straight near the
flame front and only begin to bend far downstream of the flame front. The x-velocity
is small near the flame front, but horizontal layers begin to develop downstream. For
higher values of G, the region of vortex shedding, which is a result of the shear
instability, is located closer to the flame front.
One important question is whether the instability is controlled by the flame front
or by some region downstream of the flame front. In other words, is this a true
shear instability or is this a flame front instability (for example, the RT instability)
that is only magnified far downstream? This question can be answered by noting
that the flame speed for these simulations is not oscillating, which means that the
flame front is not changing shape. This shows that the instability is innate to the
shear layers and is not controlled by the flame front. Therefore, the only effect of
the RT instability is the development of the stable cusp shape which, in turn, creates
the shear layers. These simulations directly show that, even with periodic boundary
conditions, stable travelling wave solutions do exist for some values of G, in contrast
to the hypothesis of Vladimirova & Rosner (2005) that all such solutions would be
metastable. In the next section, we model the development of the shear instability with
the Landau equation.
4. The Landau equation

The Landau equation (Drazin & Reid 2004; Landau & Lifshitz 2004),
dA
1
= aA − c|A|2 A,
dt
2

(4.1)

describes the growth of an instability in a small region of G near Gcr . When G 6 Gcr ,
no modes are unstable. When G is slightly larger than Gcr , the derivation of the
Landau equation assumes that one dominant mode of the amplitude parameter, A,
is unstable. For this study, we chose the normal velocity, ux , as A. At first, the
amplitude of the dominant mode grows exponentially in time, but eventually the
nonlinear interaction of the mode with itself becomes important (Drazin & Reid 2004).
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F IGURE 4. The vorticity for G = 0.24–0.29. The vortex shedding region is closer to the
flame front for higher values of G. Finally, for high enough G, the vortices are close
enough to the flame front to fully disturb it, causing the flame to pulsate. This, in turn,
causes the flame speed to oscillate.

Self-interaction causes A to level off to a constant value. For the flame system, we
verify that the instability follows the Landau equation and we fit for the Landau
constants; however, we do not derive the equation directly.
The Landau equation has two constants, a and c. Both constants can be complex
and they depend on G and Gcr , so a(G, Gcr ) = ar (G, Gcr ) + iai (G, Gcr ) and c(G, Gcr ) =
cr (G, Gcr ) + ici (G, Gcr ). By choosing the solution A = ux = uo eiφ(t) , the Landau equation
becomes two equations: one for the amplitude (uo ) and one for the phase (φ),
duo
= ar uo − cr u3o ,
dt
dφ
= ai − ci u2o .
dt

(4.2a)
(4.2b)

Here, ar describes the initial exponential growth of uo , uo ∝ exp(ar t); cr limits this
growth at long times and causes uo to saturate at a constant value, uos . The initial
frequency of the oscillations of ux is given by ai /2π because dφ/dt = 2πf , where f is
the frequency. Here, ci changes the frequency for long times. The final, saturated value
of the frequency is fs . In general, a quantity with subscript ‘s’ refers to the saturated
value of that quantity.
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F IGURE 5. The velocity in the x-direction for G = 0.24–0.29, corresponding to
the vorticity measurements shown in figure 4. Substantial x-velocities only develop
downstream of the flame front. We used the x-velocity as the amplitude parameter for
the measurements of the constants of the Landau equation.

The Landau equation should be valid for a small region of G just above Gcr , so
ar , cr , ai and ci are expanded in Taylor series around Gcr ,
dar
(G − Gcr ) + · · · ,
dG
dai
ai (G) = aio (Gcr ) +
(G − Gcr ) + · · · ,
dG
dcr
cr (G) = cro (Gcr ) +
(G − Gcr ) + · · · ,
dG
dci
ci (G) = cio (Gcr ) +
(G − Gcr ) + · · · ,
dG
ar (G) =

(4.3a)
(4.3b)
(4.3c)
(4.3d)

where aro (Gcr ) = 0 by definition. Substitution of these expressions back into the
Landau equations yields a set of algebraic equations. These equations depend on the
independent variable G and measured knowns {ar , uos , f , fs }, leaving the unknowns


dar
dai
dcr
dci
Gcr ,
, aio ,
, cro ,
, cio ,
(4.4)
dG
dG
dG
dG
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to be solved for. The result is the system of equations
ar (Gcr ) = 0,
dar
ar (G) =
(G − Gcr ) ,
dG 



dar
2 dcr


−
G
cr )
 dG (G
dar 1
dG 
,
u2os =
(G − Gcr ) − 


dcr
dG cro
2
cro +
(G − Gcr ) cro
dG

 

1 dar dci
dai cio dar
−
2πfs = aio +
(G − Gcr ) −
(G − Gcr )2 ,
dG cro dG
cro dG dG
dai
ai = aio +
(G − Gcr ),
dG
2πf = ai − ci u2o ,
dci
ci = cio +
(G − Gcr ),
dG
 1/2
ar
uos =
.
cr

(4.5a)
(4.5b)

(4.5c)

(4.5d)
(4.5e)
(4.5f )
(4.5g)
(4.5h)

Under the simplifications that ci = cio = dci /dG = 0 and dcr /dG ≈ 0, the equations
become
ar (Gcr ) = 0,
dar
ar (G) =
(G − Gcr ) ,
 dG

dar 1
u2os =
(G − Gcr ) ,
dG cro
dai
2πf = ai = aio +
(G − Gcr ),
dG
 1/2
ar
uos =
.
cr

(4.6a)
(4.6b)
(4.6c)
(4.6d)
(4.6e)

Our measurements show that ci = 0, but they are not adequate to definitely prove
that dcr /dG ≈ 0 (see § 5.2). This does not fundamentally change the character of our
results. The point of our measurements is to test these equations, derived from the
Landau equation, as a model for the shear instability and, since these equations do
provide a good fit, find the Landau constants.
5. Measurement of the Landau constants

5.1. Measurement procedure
This subsection explains how we measured the Landau constants from our simulation
data. First, it was necessary to establish a rest frame for the system. For the case
of flow past a cylinder, Strykowski and Sreenivasan simply used the rest frame of the
cylinder. For the flame system, we used the rest frame of the top of the flame surface.
Once the flame has established its final parabolic/cusped shape this frame is also the
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Velocity in the x-direction: G = 0.29, y = 290
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F IGURE 6. An example of the measurement procedure used to find the Landau constants.
The velocity in the x-direction, ux , is measured at a point, creating a time series (solid
curve); this particular time series is for G = 0.29 at the point x = 19, y = 290. It should
be noted that y is measured from the top of the flame surface. Next, the maxima and
minima of the time series are extracted (cross symbols). Because a mean velocity tends
to develop, the maxima and minima are aligned with respect to a fold curve (long-dashed
line). The absolute values of the aligned maxima and minima (solid triangles) are used
to fit for the Landau constants: the exponential growth rate, ar (fit shown as dot-dashed
curve), the saturated velocity, uos (fit shown as short-dashed line) and the period, P (fit
not shown). The first minimum in the graph is due to the initial lengthening of the cusp
from the G = 0.17 stable flame shape.

rest frame of the entire flame. For the rest of the paper, we consider the dynamics
in a new coordinate system in which y = 0 is at the top of the flame front and y
is positive downstream of the flame. In this rest frame, we chose a grid of points at
which to measure our amplitude parameter, ux . This grid had a spacing of δx = 1 and
δy = 10, beginning at y = 0 (the top of the flame front) and continuing downstream of
the flame front. Then, we measured ux (t) at each grid point for the duration of the
simulation. For each velocity curve, we fitted the data for ar (the growth rate), uos (the
saturated velocity) and P (the period of oscillations). An example of this measurement
procedure is shown in figure 6.
There were several difficulties in making these measurements. First, the underlying
mean velocity had a tendency to shift slightly away from zero as the instability
developed. Our solution was to effectively ‘fold’ the ux curve around a changing
mean value (the ‘fold curve’) to find new aligned maxima and minima of the ux
curve. The outcome of the folding is that the maxima and minima are aligned with
respect to ux = 0. The maxima and absolute values of the minima are used together
for one fit instead of fitting them separately. Second, limitations on computing time
necessarily meant that ux could not reach uos during the simulation time for some of
the grid points. As a result, uos had to be inferred indirectly from the data instead of
being measured directly in many cases.
The general measurement procedure is as follows. First, extract the maxima and
minima from the graph of ux . Using the folding method, align these points to make
one curve. Next, use a linear fit to find the growth rate, ar , of the exponential ear t .
We made sure that data from later times, when ux was beginning to saturate, were
deweighted. Now that ar is known, uos can be found by another linear fit. In fact, the
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equation for the amplitude of ux , that is uo , can be solved analytically (Provansal et al.
1987; Landau & Lifshitz 2004) to give


uo (t) = uos 1 +




−1/2
u2os
−2ar t
−1 e
,
u2oi

(5.1)

where uoi is the initial, perturbed velocity. We found that this solution could be
manipulated into the form of a straight line with slope u2os . By defining f (t) = e−2ar t ,


1
u2os
1 − f (t)
2
= uos
−
,
(5.2)
f (t)
f (t)uo (t)2
u2oi
so u2os can be easily found from the known quantities (1 − f (t))/(f (t)) and
1/(f (t)uo (t)2 ).
5.2. The Landau constants
In this subsection, we show measurements of the growth rate, ar (G), the saturated
velocity, uos (G), and the period of oscillations, P(G). From these measurements, we
find the Landau constants.
We begin by showing the measurement for ar and we subsequently deduce Gcr
and dar /dG. The results from the growth rate measurements are shown in figure 7(a).
For all of the values of G, the growth rate follows a similar spatial pattern. First,
near the flame, ar is small or zero and then steeply rises near y = y1 . Then, ar is
basically constant or slightly increasing until y = y2 . We refer to this area of constant
ar as the ‘plateau region’. Physically, the plateau region is the area in which the
Landau equation holds. This means that the plateau region organizes the entire flow
and represents the region of absolute instability. For larger values of y, ar rises steeply
again. For these large values of y, the measurement of ar is not very accurate because
ux saturates quickly. In general, there was little dependence of the calculated Landau
constants on x, and so all constants were averaged in the x direction for a given y. We
used the criterion that at least 25 % of points in the x direction must have had their
ux time series successfully fitted by the fitting algorithm for an average value to be
calculated. By doing so, we implicitly assumed that the plateau region was rectangular
to first order. The percentage value chosen did not make a substantial difference to the
Landau constants, although it did affect the location of y1 to some extent.
To calculate the representative ar value for a given G, we averaged ar on the plateau
between y = y1 and y = y2 . These results are shown in figure 7(b). The growth rate
scales as (G − Gcr ), as predicted by (4.6b), up to somewhere between G = 0.27 and
G = 0.28. At this point, we have left the regime near Gcr where the Landau equation
and a Taylor expansion of the Landau constants are valid.
To infer Gcr , we used a linear fit of the first four points in figure 7(b) to find the G
for which ar = 0. This is, by definition, Gcr , the value of G for which the instability
begins. Specifically, we found that Gcr = 0.2178. We expect this result to be accurate
to approximately ±0.005, so that Gcr lies roughly between 0.21 and 0.22. We also
measured dar /dG and found dar /dG = 0.0776.
The plateau region moves closer to the flame front for higher values of G (see
figures 4 and 5). For G > 0.3, the unstable area disturbs the flame front itself, which
causes the pulsations observed by Vladimirova & Rosner (2005).
Next, we measured the saturated velocity as a function of y for different values of
G; the results are shown in figure 8. The saturated velocity was unmeasurable where
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F IGURE 7. (a) The growth rate. Here, y is the distance from the top of flame. The star
points represent the boundaries, y = y1 and y = y2 , of the plateau used to average over
ar . The plateau is the region of absolute instability in which the Landau equation holds.
Measurements of ar become inaccurate for y much larger than y2 , because the instability
saturates almost immediately. There is some unphysical noise in the measurements of ar
for y < y1 and y1 is somewhat dependent on the number of points required to calculate
an average in the x direction. (b) A plot of ar versus G. This figure shows the linear
relationship between the growth rate and G. For G = 0.28 and G = 0.29 this relationship
no longer holds. Extrapolation back to ar = 0 gives Gcr = 0.2178. We expect this result to
be accurate to approximately ±0.005, so that Gcr lies roughly between 0.21 and 0.22.
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F IGURE 8. The saturated velocity shown as a function of the distance from the top of
the flame. A zero value of uos indicates either no instability or an inability to measure uos
accurately.

this plot shows uos = 0. There was either actually no growth of the instability, or
the instability grew, but the deviation from exponential growth for ar was so small
(over the time of the simulation) that the saturated velocity could not be measured.
In general, whenever ar > 0, uos should also be non-zero.
The saturated velocity is small, or zero, near the flame front and gets larger as the
distance from the flame increases. At a certain point, y = ymax , the saturated velocity
reaches a maximum and thereafter declines. This decline is due to viscous dissipation
between the horizontal shear layers which removes energy from the system. As was
the case with ar , the area where uos becomes non-negligible moves closer to the flame
front for higher values of G and a higher maximum value of uos is reached.
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F IGURE 9. (a) The saturation factor cr as a function of distance from the top of the flame.
(b) The collapse of the cr curves. This figure shows the curves from (a) shifted to overlap
as well as possible.

G
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29

y1

ycr

y2

ymax

410
330
250
240
210
140

530
410
340
300
260
220

640
520
500
470
410
320

870
730
590
530
540
500

TABLE 1. Key distances from the top of the flame. The ar plateau region begins at y1 .
Here, ycr is the y value at which uos = 0.15. The ar plateau ends at y2 . The saturated
velocity, uos , reaches a maximum at ymax .

Using the measurements of ar and uos , we calculated cr from (4.6e). The result is
shown in figure 9(a). Here, cr is the only Landau constant that varies in space in the
plateau region. It must vary because the saturation velocity grows with distance from
the flame front. The spatial dependence of cr is the ‘secondary spatial dependence’ of
the Landau equation.
The next question is whether or not dcr /dG = 0, but our answer here is speculative.
Graphically, the issue is whether the cr curves collapse onto a single master curve
when the plateau regions are lined up perfectly. The curves superficially have the same
shape (see figure 9a). In figure 9(b), we show a ‘collapse’ of the cr curves when the
plateau zones are lined up using y = ycr (see table 1). Visually, the curves seem to
collapse to first order, but the error in measuring uos , especially for the lower G values,
is too large to know for sure. Also, the measurement grid resolution of 10 physical
units in the y-direction limits how well the curves can be shifted on top of one another.
We are inclined to think that if the fitting of uos could be improved for low values of
G then the curves would fully collapse; however, we cannot confirm this on the basis
of our current data in spite of the suggestive similarity of the curves in figure 9(a).
Because of our uncertainty about the value of dcr /dG, we now briefly explore
the effect of a possibly non-zero value. In the derivation of (4.6c) from (4.5c), we
assumed that dcr /dG ≈ 0. Even if this is not the case, equation (4.5c) could still take
on the approximate form (4.6c) if the second term were not zero but merely much
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F IGURE 10. (a) The period of the oscillations of ux as a function of the distance from the
top of the flame. The data for low values of y are probably unphysical. (b) The oscillation
period versus G. This figure shows the linear relationship between the oscillation period
and G. Extrapolation back to Gcr = 0.2178 gives Pi = 130.82.

smaller than the first term. In fact, if dcr /dG > 0, then the first term will always
be larger than the second term for finite values of dcr /dG. If dcr /dG < 0, then the
singularity in the denominator of the second term could cause it to diverge so that
the second term would have to be taken into account as the dominant term. This
case seems less likely because if dcr /dG < 0 then cr could become negative, leading
to superexponential growth of uo , which is physically unlikely. Therefore, the effect
of a non-zero dcr /dG depends on its sign. If dcr /dG > 0, which is likely, then the
use of (4.6c) is still justified.
The final measurement is of the period of oscillations, P, from which we find aio
and dai /dG. Figure 10(a) shows the dependence of the period of the oscillations of ux
on the distance from the flame front. Close to the flame front, the period seems to vary
quite a bit. These measurements are probably not physically meaningful because ar
and uo are practically zero in this region. In the plateau region and downstream of the
plateau region the period is completely constant. The oscillations of ux are completely
dominated by one pure frequency, exactly as is expected for a flow dominated by a
region of absolute instability. By extrapolating back to Gcr , we find that the initial
period of the bifurcation is Pi = 130.82 (see figure 10b). A finite value for the initial
period supports the idea that the bifurcation at Gcr is a Hopf bifurcation. The period
and dP/dG can be used to find aio = 0.0475 and dai /dG = 0.0918. We also found that
the frequency of the oscillations does not vary with time, so cio = 0 and dcio /dG = 0.
The Landau constants derived from our simulations are given in table 2. All of the
constants are independent of y except for cro , which has the form shown in figure 9(a).
The Landau equations become
duo
= 0.0776(G − 0.2178)uo − cr (y)u3o ,
dt
dφ
= 0.0475 + 0.0918(G − 0.2178).
dt

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

These equations are a simple temporal evolution model for ux within the plateau
region. They are relevant for values of G > Gcr within the neighbourhood of Gcr in
which the Taylor series expansion is applicable.
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Gcr

dar /dG

aio

dai /dG

cro

dcr /dG

cio

dci /dG

0.2178

0.0776

0.0475

0.0918

cro (y)

≈ 0(?)

0

0

TABLE 2. The values of the Landau constants as calculated from our simulations. It should
be noted that only cro depends on position. In terms of period, these constants translate
to Pi = 130.82 and dP/dG = 174.82, so that P = 130.82–174.82(G − Gcr ).

6. Discussion

In the previous section, we showed that the shear instability of the vorticity rolls
downstream of the flame front, seen when G is near Gcr , can be described by the
Landau equation, with ux as the amplitude parameter. As the instability begins, the
oscillations of ux grow exponentially with a growth rate ar until they saturate to a
maximum amplitude uos (y) because of nonlinear effects, controlled by cro (y). The
period of the oscillations of ux , given by aio , does not change with time (because
ci = 0) but does get shorter as G increases because dai /dG > 0. The instability begins
at a critical value of Gcr = 0.2178, or between G = 0.21 and 0.22 with our expected
accuracy. The Landau equation is a good model up to approximately G = 0.28 when
multiple modes of the instability begin to interact. This interaction stops the linear
growth of ar with G, but, interestingly, does not affect the linear decrease of the
period of oscillation with G. Spatially, the instability takes place in a ‘plateau region’
in which the growth rate, ar , is constant. We suggested that this plateau region is, in
fact, a region of absolute instability that controls the flow. Within the plateau region,
the only spatial dependence is of cro and therefore of the saturated velocity, uos ; this
is the secondary spatial dependence of the Landau equation. Otherwise, the growth
of the instability is entirely temporal. Overall, we found that the Landau equation
models the shear instability downstream of the flame front, just as it models the shear
instability downstream of a circular cylinder.
Since the flame system follows the Landau equation, it may undergo a Hopf
bifurcation at Gcr , that is, a change from steady behaviour (ux = 0) to periodic
behaviour (ux oscillates). The Landau equation implies a Hopf bifurcation, under
certain circumstances, because it matches the normal form of the Hopf bifurcation
with added constants. That normal form is (Marsden & McCracken 1976; Sprott
2003)
dr
= r(µ − r2 ),
dt
dφ
= 1.
dt

(6.1a)
(6.1b)

Here, r is the radius of the limit cycle and φ is the phase. The Landau equation
matches this normal form (adding constants in front of the normal form terms) if cr
and ai in (4.2b) are constants and ci = 0. Here, µ = ar plays the role of the control
parameter. If cr and ai are not constant, then there are three control parameters instead
of one and the bifurcation structure is more complicated. However, as long as cr and
ai do not change sign, the bifurcation is still a simple Hopf bifurcation. This turns out
to be the case; ai decreases with G, but the period cannot become negative. Therefore,
the angular frequency of the limit cycle varies as G changes but the bifurcation type
(Hopf) is unchanged. We found that cr is probably constant, but if it were not then the
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radius of the limit cycle would just vary in a different way from the standard Hopf
bifurcation. In fact, cr is unlikely to change sign because then the growth of ux would
be superexponential. If it is true that dcr /dG = 0, then (4.5c) becomes (4.6c) and uos
takes on the particularly nice dependence that uos ∝ (G − Gcr )1/2 . This is the typical
amplitude dependence that is seen with the simplest form of the Hopf bifurcation.
In the complex plane of eigenvalues, a Hopf bifurcation corresponds to a pair of
complex conjugate eigenvalues crossing from the negative real half of the plane to the
positive real half of the plane at non-zero speed and with a non-zero imaginary part.
In practice, this means that the oscillations must appear with a ‘finite’ (non-infinite)
period and that dar /dG must be greater than zero. Both of these requirements are
fulfilled here; we found that Pi = 130.82 and dar /dG = 0.0776. Sreenivasan et al.
(1987) showed that these requirements are also fulfilled for the cylinder case – the
onset of the instability for both the cylinder and flame is a Hopf bifurcation.
Finally, we speculate that the shear instability is controlled by an absolute instability.
We reason by analogy with the case of flow past a cylinder, for which Strykowski
(1986), Sreenivasan et al. (1987) and Strykowski & Sreenivasan (1990) introduced
several pieces of evidence to support the idea that an absolute instability controls the
wake. First, and most importantly, the cylinder wake is dominated by pure frequency
oscillations. This signifies an absolute instability because the resonance mechanism
amplifies one frequency (Huerre & Monkewitz 1985; Koch 1985; Monkewitz &
Nguyen 1987). Convective instabilities, on the other hand, tend to show broadband
noise. We showed that the flame wake is also dominated by pure frequencies in
§ 5.2. Second, Strykowski and Sreenivasan argued that the fact that the wake can be
modelled by the Landau equation, with only secondary spatial dependences, supports
the absolute instability model. We also showed that this was the case for the flame
wake. As the final evidence suggesting a region of absolute instability, Strykowski and
Sreenivasan showed that, by adding a small secondary cylinder to the flow, the vortex
street can be suppressed for certain values of Re. The second cylinder suppresses the
resonance and disrupts the feedback process, destroying the growth of the instability.
This behaviour is plausible only for a region controlled by an absolute instability. We
suggest that the reflecting walls of the flame simulations in Vladimirova & Rosner
(2003) might have acted to suppress feedback in a similar fashion.
In conclusion, we find that the low-gravity pulsations observed by Vladimirova
& Rosner (2005) are not due to an innate instability of the flame front, but to the
interaction of the flame front with an instability of the shear layers downstream
of the flame front. This instability is controlled by a region of absolute instability
located downstream of the flame front and is well-described by the Landau equation.
The onset of the instability is a Hopf bifurcation. The instability is analogous to the
instability of the shear layers downstream of a circular cylinder. When the region of
absolute instability is far enough away from the flame front, the flame front does
not pulsate, and the travelling wave solution for the flame is stable (not metastable
as postulated by Vladimirova & Rosner 2005). For larger values of G, the region of
absolute instability moves closer to the flame front, until finally it is close enough to
interact with the flame and cause flame pulsations. Overall, the flame and its shear
instability are an excellent demonstration of the fact that a solid body is not needed
to create a vortex street (Abernathy & Kronauer 1962; Gerrard 1966; Strykowski &
Sreenivasan 1990). In the case of the cylinder, the solid body functions only to create
the shear layers downstream of the cylinder, which then drive the instability. In the
same way, the flame merely creates the rolls which then become unstable and drive
vortex shedding. In the low-G regime, burning and gravity are secondary concerns; it
is the self-generated flow behind the flame that controls the behaviour of the flame.
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The aim of this paper was to determine why different flame morphologies are seen
for different kinds of boundary conditions. Impermeable/adiabatic boundary conditions
result in metastable and stable parabolic solutions; reflecting boundary conditions
result in stable parabolic solutions with cusps; however, periodic boundary conditions
result in unstable, pulsating flames. In this paper, we showed that the flame pulsations
are due to an interaction between the flame front and an instability of the shear layers
downstream from the flame front. This explains why RT unstable flame simulations for
the Type Ia supernova problem, which use periodic boundary conditions, inevitably see
complex flame morphologies, but experiments and simulations of flames in confined
scenarios see simple, stable flame shapes. We suggest that impermeable/adiabatic or
reflecting boundary conditions suppress feedback in the region of absolute instability
downstream of the flame front, while periodic boundary conditions do not, allowing
the shear instability to develop. This suggests that this instability may operate in
unconfined domains because the instability downstream of a cylinder is unconfined,
and we have shown that the development of the shear instability downstream of
the flame is governed by the same equations. Of course, a complete analysis of
the unconfined dynamics of RT unstable flames must also take into account the
unsaturated growth of the RT instability. However, as shown in this paper, when
RT unstable flames produce shear layers the instability of these layers can interact
with the flame front. Therefore, a full analysis of unconfined RT unstable flames
must include both the deformation of the flame front by the RT instability and the
interaction of shear layer instabilities with the flame front.
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